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WORK EXPERIENCE:

R&D drafter and
designer

IMSA srl - from July 2011 - current
Barzago (LC) – Italy
I’m part of the technical office in a factory that produces CNC’s deep hole drilling machines. I’m
a designer, developer and draftsman, so my main occupation is to research the best solutions
to the customer’s needs, both working in a team or mainly alone, starting from the client’s
order; I then have to develop the machine, able to achieve specific tasks, to the finest details.
After having delivered the technical drawings to the production department, I have to follow the
assembly and testing of the whole machine, as well as producing the technical documentation
for the final client. To produce the best machines, I have constant contacts with suppliers of
various components, in many fields: electronics, hardware and software producers, pneumatic
and hydraulic components, raw materials suppliers, etc. I also co-operate with the service’s
manager, to assist every foreign past customer, both in English or French languages.

Photographer /
journalist

Active mainly in the MTB environment, I’ve produced various types of content: entire galleries,
few photographs, bike checks and reportage photos. I’ve also written few articles, mainly race
reports and technical pieces, presenting or reviewing new products and technologies.
As main and relevant clients, I worked with:
- Sram (2014 - 2015) I’ve delivered some photos, from some European shows;
- Weekend Wheels (2014-2015) I’ve covered some national circuits, DH World Cups, MTB
World Champs and bike checks;
- MtbCult.it (2014) I made an article about the opening of a new kind of local shop and
distribution of MTB brands;
- Superenduro (2013) I was part of the official press office, so I covered the races from Friday
to Sunday, delivering consistent photo galleries from both the race stages and paddock area;
- Triridemtb.com (2012) I shot some races, including World Cups, European Crankworx in
L2A and World Champs;
- Gravitalia (2012) I’ve been part of the official press office and had to deliver galleries
composed of 45 photos each, for every race of the national circuit.

Facebook page
manager

Gianluca Vernassa’s athlete page (2014-2015’s seasons)

Freelance media
content assistant

Releven srl (October 2012 – March 2013)

Gianluca is one of the fastest Italian guys on a Downhill MTB. I’ve co-managed his official page
on Facebook, updating the page, creating new contents or using existent ones; with constant
work, together with Gianluca, I raised the total amount of the page’s likes up to 2000 in few
months, over doubling the initial level of interest about his page.

I’ve kept their website updated with news and features, I’ve made the HTML changes needed
to the structure, made new catalogues, updates contact and pricing lists, etc.
I’ve designed a couple of ad’s banners.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

High school diploma in mechanical engineering - Total score: 76 of 100
2011 - ITIS A.Badoni, Lecco – Italy

Mother tongue(s)

Italian
UNDERSTANDING

Other language(s)
English

SPEAKING

WRITING

Listening

Reading
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Spoken production

B2
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B2

B2

B2

Data based on an IELTS test I made in 2011. Total result was 6.5 out of 9

PERSONAL SKILLS

•

I have a big attention to detail. I’ve developed a creative thinking, never satisfied of the first result,
focused on always finding the best solution, balancing functionality, resources and costs. Always trying
to improve what doesn’t fully satisfy me, making interconnections between different inputs;

•

having worked in teams composed by different people, I have developed a good ability to work both
alone and with others in a team, both leading or co-operating. In a known ambient, I’m able to identify
the best job for each component, coordinate work and respect deadlines;

•

I grew good communication skills through my experience as a draftsman for an international-market
factory, as well as working for web magazines, as a sport photographer.

•

I’m a fast learner, looking everywhere for inspirations and always feeling the urge of knowing every
aspects of what surrounds me, constantly connecting notions from different ambients;

•

I’m an expert user of Solidwork 2D/3D, with a good level of Autocad both 2D and 3D (Inventor). I’m
also a good user of Microsoft Office, both Windows and Mac, as well as iWork suite. I have some
elements of HTML and wordpress-based websites;

•

I’m an excellent user of Adobe Lightroom and good user of Photoshop CS6. I’m familiar with Adobe
Creative Suite and Final Cut Pro;

•

being a teenager in the new millennium, I’ve grown together with social medias. Becoming later a
journalist, allowed me to better understand the mechanisms behind marketing, communications and to
exploiting at their best the various socials like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, Google plus,
Pinterest, etc…

